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We regularly
run out of

medicines. We
have to send the

patient to the
referral hospital

which is about
25km away.

www.intercare.org.uk

Sister Martha tells us about the tough times...

 

What's the biggest challenge for Namulenga Health Centre?
Electricity and water supply at the clinic, both are very unreliable. We often

do not have power and have to collect water by bucket from a nearby school. 

 

What help do you receive from the Government?
The government provide medicines for certain conditions like HIV, TB,

Malaria and vaccinations. For medical supplies, we pretty much rely on Inter

Care.  

 

What happens when you run out of medicines?
If we have no suitable alternative in stock, we have to send the patient to the

referral hospital, which is about 25km away. Most people here are travelling

on foot, or by bicycle, which can be a real problem for them, especially if

they are sick. 

 

What did you receive recently from Inter Care that has really helped
you?
We recently received some children's ear thermometers. They are brilliant!

They are fast, accurate, they are good for babies who wriggle!

 

December to March are their busiest

months, beds fill up with patients with

conditions related to the rains. This

season causes many infections. These

can be treated with Inter Care's support. 

Did you know?

How Inter Care helps us...
[A boy's] mother was away and he tried cooking [porridge] for himself and was

burned by the flame. I was able to give him painkillers and dressings but we ran out

of [burns] cream, so I sent him to the hospital. That's unfortunate because we'd like

to be able to treat that kind of simple condition here, without making him make a

long and unnecessary journey to the hospital. Inter Care can send various

antibiotics, dressings and other health care goods to treat children with burns.  

We send donated medicines to Africa, which would otherwise be destroyed. They cannot be used in the UK..


